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CASE' OISM ISSEO:
Judge Axes Student Suit Against
'GWU
.
.

By Greg Ferguson and Jeff Fallon
Advocate Editors

"It's another classic example of how
lawsuits are not the way to go in every
circumstance,"
says Dean lack
Friedenthal regarding the dismissal of a
civil suit brought against The George
Washington University last spring by
three GW Law School students.
Friedenthal added, "In my opinion, it
was bred of immaturity."
Steve Garvin, Rebecca Lennon, and
John Pare, all GW Law students who
~.c: have since graduated, filed the lawsuit
, -'" on March 28, 1995, in D.C. Superior
...<" Court. They sought to compel the Uni- versity to give the Law School a higher
"percentage of tuition paid by its students.
Associate Judge Frederick D. Dorsey
granted GWU's Motion to Dismiss in
order dated October 23, 1995, and docketedNovember 2, 1995.
In Dorsey's order granting the motion, he wrote that he found no evidence
or facts from which a reasonable fact
finder could conclude: that the Univer-

an

sity had a contractual obligation to Plaintiffs regarding the allocation ofGW Law
School funds or ABA standards, that the
University or the Law School breached
any contract with respect to the plain,tiffs, or that the University or the' Law
School committed fraud.
The original complaint alleged three
causes of action against the University:
breach of contract, fraud, and violation
of the District of Columbia Consumer
Protection Procedures Act. It sought an
injunction to force the University to provide the Law School with: 80 percent of
tuition revenues generated by law' students, a restitution fund for all money
taken by the University in excess of the
80/20 split, punitive damages, attorney's
fees, and "all other relief the court may
deem proper.",
The suit ran into trouble early on. In
April 1995, the SBAdecided byanarrow
vote not to support the suit. Then on June
16, 1995, the plaintiffs withdrew their
request for class certification, and in
August, Lennon was dropped from the
case for missing a scheduled hearing.
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NEWS BRIEFS,
GWU, Alumnus

The University's
Rule 12(b)(6)
motion to dismiss the suit argued: (I)
thatthe issues presented in the complaint
Run'
are not properly resolved by the court,
(2) that Plaintiffs lacked standing to raise
GWU alumnus, General Colin
these issues, and (3) that Plaintiffs did
Powell; decided last week not to run
not meet their prima facie burden.
for President ....... -Judge Dorsey wrote that the comPowell, the
plaint "asserts no injury and requests no .
former Chairrelief' specific to the plaintiffs. He
man of the
rejectedthe plaintiffs implied contract
Joint Chiefs of
claim, finding that "Plaintiffs rely on the
Staff
and
statements of the NLC Bulletin, NLC
much-hyped
Application, and Official Guide, none of
potential canwhich 'establish enforceable promises
didate, got his
based on Plaintiff's proffers." He wrote
MBA from the
that the language gave evidence only of
University in Gen. Colin L. Powell
goals'aspirations, and opinions, which
1971. a
did not establish a basis for justifiable
reliance or a reasonable and enforceable
expectation.
Dorsey added that the Plaintiffs
failed to cite anything "that could be.
construed as a promise to allocate NLC
resources consistent with-the views .of
the ABA, much less the views of the
students." In the opinion of the Court,
the ABA's negative site report, which
The firm of Covington & Burling
formed the basis of much of the Plaintiff's
is accepting applications for the
complaint,
failed to establish the
Howard C. Westwood Fellowships.
University's breach of duty because "the
The Fellowships are opento washmg-.
ABA Rules indicate that such evaluaton-area graduating students who want
tions do not constitute ABA determina- '
to work as staff attorneys in a Neightions, much less breach of contract." .
borhood Legal Services Program OfFurthermore,Dorseynotedthateven
fice. Recent graduates are also elihad the plaintiffs established the existgible.
ence of a contract, the relief requested
NLSP provides free legal services
would not have been available.
in civil cases to indigent resi~ts of
As to the fraud claim, Judge Dorsey
the District of Columbia NLSPsalary
found that Plaintiffs "failed to establish
is $19,350 a year, plus a $5,000 stithat the representations alleged to be
pend. There is a' one-year commitfalse were false, that Defendant made
ment, and some students are allowed
representations knowing them to be false,
to renew. The application deadline for
or that the representations were made
fall 1996 is January 31, 1996.
with the intent to deceive."
Formore information, contaetlan
According to the Court's order, the
Flack at (202) 662-5044. 0
plaintiffs admitted that the Consumer
Protection Procedures Act does not apply to the University under existing case
law.
In short, Judge Dorsey concluded
that the plaintiffs asserted "no palpable
injury to themselves.
They received
their degrees and have proffered no facts
to indicate that the degrees received are
less than that to which they were entitled."
Judge Dorsey cited "substantial juSee DISMISSED page 3.
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TheAdvocate Editorial Page
The Price
,

of Passion

.Inthe past week, people the world over have witnessed the price of
passion. Th~ assassination of Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin by an
Israeli law student (as if people don't hate law students enough
.already) has brought the dangers of extremism to the front pages again. Mr.
Yigal Amir, amemberofvarious extremist groups in Israel opposed to peace
with Arabs, claims he upheld Jewish law by murdering the Prime Minister
.ofthe Jewish s~~ because he proposed to withdraw from land (where most
of the people are Palestinian) on the West Bank and Gaza Strip in exchange
for~fj.Jlal political settlement with Al Fatah, the dominant branch of the
PalestineLiberation Organization Ied by Mr. Vasser Arafat.People like
Mr. Amir have been egged on in recent months by radical rabbis who have
instructed Israeli soldiers to disobey orders if they are told to withdraw, from
the West Bank. Jerusalem and Tel Aviv have been filled with posters that
have a gunsight superimposed over the face of the late Mr. Rabin. Pictures
of Mr. Rabin in Arab, headdress and in the uniform ofa Gestapo officerwere.
, alsocommonplace.Right-wing
demonstators denounced Mr. Rabin as a.
, traitor and amurderer.The fact that Mr. Rabin had been freely elected on
~ ~a~ platform did notseem tomatter at all.. .
,,
,.'
, The transformation of Mr. Rabin that led to all this was extraordinary.
The late Prime Ministerwasoriginallyputin
chargeofcrushiitgthe intifada......
the Ara,l> uprising in the West Bank, and he ,-----'
- .....-..
vowed to 4'?
tllr,ough ruthless repression.
Hi~JaJl1ol)s,quoteat, the .time .was "I will '
:'bie~k''the'if 'bo~'es':;, 'This 'p~licy was
carried out literally by the Israeli soldiers and
hundreds ofPalestinians died under extremelysuspicious circumstances, But after several- ......... __ ....._ .........._ ..
years, Mr. Rabin decided that the repression was a public relations disaster- ,
~,.L;;mdst
dangerously-so-inthe'United States.iHe changed-tack entirely and
embraced a policy of negotiation and peace. 'His change of heart was met
;;bya similar one-from AI Fatah, Mr. Arafat had made a name for himself as;
an .implacable and violent foeof accommodation with IsraeI:Mr.
Arafat's epiphany came after his ill-fated alliance with the, odious
Saddam Hussein of'lraq dissolved in 1991. These two men put aside decades
of hate anddi;s~stJsome()fitpers()p.al)
and began.the long and tortuous
march to peace that has already )fielded much.Including a Nobel prize for
each of them. TheltaMcs of violence had remade themselves into doves of
peace. Mr. ~fat!l3S'sUI:V;ived numerous assassination attempts from his
radical coun~en.TragicaIly,
Mr. Rabin was less fortunate.
ce'
,,';'
Whatev~tyour opinion: of the peace process, Mr. Rabin's fate'was:
both terri~le' IiAdominous: 'POlitical and religious extremism is 'a:' risirig'
danger around th~w()rld ...-.,from Algeria and' France, to ,Hebron' and Qkla-' '
homaCity.Indeed, welnt!leUnitedStatesmustbeonguardasneverbefore:
Radical Arabs luivecommitted or 'attempted to commit the most heinous '
crimes in New York City. Israeli President EverWeizman has called the"
United States i "a breeding ground" for Jewish ·extremism. And
of course; radicals in' this country killed over,200 people in thefedefal
building bombing in 9klahoma City earlier this year. :',
;;'1'
Th~se violent extremists count on decent folk ignoring them,~or being
too frightened to confront them. Theymust be made to understand that those
of its who respect the rights and Iives of others will not stand idle in the face'
of such outrage'W~en radio host G. Gordon Liddy boasts about shooting
buUets.~ a picture of.President Clinton, he must called to the carpet for it.
Although Me.Liddy is unlikely to shoot at the President himself; his bluster
may e,n.c~u,ra~e~m~9.~e ~ls~to ~o so. For anyone who doubts that, please
pay attenti9D:totJ1ede~ate g9ing on in Israel right now. They no longer doubt
the abili,ty"of violent rhetoric to induce actioitin the minds of the weak.
Nextyearisagenerai election year in this country. While it is important
that everyo,ne att!J,is school take part in our grand exercise in democracy;
'He should alI do so With 'more reasoned voices thari have been heard in this
cOlinif,y;#d ~o~d ~e worl~I;ately. Please do not call someone a traitor or
a N:azrUnles~ tI!€?y·~ctuallY.are one. Moderation: must; be· theconstanF
,:. conipa,ruon '~ffr~edom:, If People cannot restrain themsel ves, governments .
will have to'do'iffor them: And there goes freedom,
'
.,'
,
, ".Thomas S. Threlkeld
-c,

so

'~Hc,use
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Jacob Burns Law Lilirary
Defends Its Students to

Gelman'~
To the Editor:
This is a response Nicole Ettinger's editorial in the last issue of The Advocate in which Ms.
Ettinger described her adventures as a ping pong ball. I have sent a copy of the article to the
director of the Gelman Library, Jack Siggins, asking that he work with his staff to improve
conditions for law students by making sure that they know about the services which they should
provide to all GWU students. Ialso wanted to explain some of the issues involved with the
Consortium ..
When the Consortium was formed several years ago (long before my arrival), the only law
library in the area to participate in its activities was George Mason. The other law libraries in
the area (as well as the medical libraries) felt that they would be inundated by undergraduates
seeking materials (and taking up valuable seating space) if their materials were listed in
ALADIN and, as required by the Consortium policy, they had to admit any student from the
other institutions. While the law library at American University has changed its stance during
" the past year as an experiment, the law libraries at other institutions--Catholic, Howard, UDC,
and owu-sun do not participate in the Consortium. I should mention that no part of
Georgetown, University participates--the main library at Georgetown was a member in the
beginning, but later withdrew when it found that other institutions were relying on its collection
to an inappropriate degree. The Law Library at Georgetown has never participated.
The Consortium has' responded' to the position" of the .Iaw ,libraries in •a rather punitive
fashion by refusing to provide services to law students, despite their status as students at GWU
, and the other institutions (and asindividualswhosetuition
helps to supportthose actIvities):'
., I must admit that I am very frustrated by this refusal to provide law students with the same
services offered to other, GWU students. The fact that Bums does not, participate in the
Consortium does not lessen the degree to which fees.from law students support. Gelman or
Consortium activities (including the; $50 libraryfee, none of which comes, to Burns).
Unfortunately, that decision is out of'my.hands..
..~:,
.
.
, I think.thatour decision.not to participate in the Consortium was correct at the time and
remains correct. Because of our limited seating capacity and our prime location, we just cannot
allowoutsiders, including students from all of the colleges and universities participating in the
Consortium, to gain access as required by their rules .. We already have law students yelling
because of the numberofGWU undergraduates and medical school ,students in the facility-what would their reaction be if the number ofnon ..la\y students increased?
"
Despite the refusal of the Consortium to provide services to law students,1 think that the
omy real drawback that our students face is the one Ms. Ettinger encountered--the failure of
the staff at Gelman to help them obtain from the remote storage area materials owned by GWU
which they are entitled to use. I can omy hope that my communication with the director of
Gelman resolves this issue. Our internal Inter ..:Library Loan procedures at Burns are fairly well ..
tuned and I don 'tthink th3.twe need to rely on the Consortium for materials not owned by Burns
or Gelman since we can get things mailed or faxed to us from anyone of an umber ofinstitutions
which are not in the Consortium (indeed, I have received complaints from faculty members
from other departments who are upset that they can't take advantage of our efficient ILL
, department and must work through Gelman). I can only hope that the staff at Gelman responds
to Ms. Ettinger's editorial and starts to provide the level of service to law students that they pay
for and deserve. Believe me when I say that my frustration almost equals Ms. Ettinger'swhen
I find that a situation such as this hinders a researcher.
Scott Pagel
, Director, Jacob Burns Law Library
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example, our annual budget for this
fiscal year increased by more than
$2.1 million over the prioryear even
though we held our tuition increase
to below three percent. Next year.
our annual budget is slated to increase by an additional $2.2 million.
It will go up another $1. 8 million the
following year and will continue to
increase by more than $1.2 million
each year through 2003.
3.0ur faculty recruitment continues to bring us great teacher-scholars. This year, thanks to new finan-.
cial resources, we will increase faculty size by three and possibly four _
new positions.
4.0urpublic service funding has
been dramatically increased thanks
in large part to a $4 million endowment gift from the Shapiro Trust.
Much of the income from the gift
will be used to fund students whoaccept public service positions during swnmeror during their third yell!

Staff Writers: Julie Axlerod, Jay
Ferguson, Theresa Fuentes, Michael Kaplan,
_ Alberto Rivera-Fournier, Sal Siino, Dehlia
Umunna

TheAdvoeate is published bi-weekly by the students
orne George Washington University National LawCenter. Its office is located in the basement at 2008 G street,
Washington D.C.N.W., 20052, (202) 676-3879.
Views expressed herein do not necessarily reflect
the views of The George Washington University National
Law Center or The Advocate.
Editorials represent the
views of a majority of the Editorial Board. Opinion
columns are reflective of the views of the column's
authoI(s). In articles, the source ofinformatioD is identified, and an attempt is made to present a balanced view. In
letters, the veracity of statements is strictly the responsibility of the author(s).
The Advocate will consider for publication all articles.Ietters, announcements, cartoons or opinion pieces
submitted by 5 :00 p.m. on the Wednesday before publication.
All contribution.
mu.t be .ubmltted In
WordPerfect, on • diskette, which will be returned approximately one weekafterpublication.
Letters should be
no longerthan 500 words and other submissions should be
no longer than 1000 words. The Advocate strives to treat
all submissions in a fair and uniform manner. However,
due to space constraints, submissions may be ommitted
and The Advocate will make reasonable efforts to print
them in a laterissue. Its editorial policies are available for
inspection by any person during normal business hours.
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Spring Semester 1996*
Publication Schedule
January 15
January 29
February 12
February 26
March 25
April!.
April15
' __
• Publication Schedule subject to
change without notice.
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dicial precedent" supporting the conclusion that "[t]he judicial deference given to academic decision
-making is equally applicable to financial decision making inteduca\.., ,(
.:~,.,.,~,;;.~ ..~:.:;,;~,~
"'-"f: ·.,.L:;·~".
(l,i.::':,:
.... ...;.....;.;...;.;.;-.;;,,;,;,....;....;.;...;..._....;..;........;.....;..;.....;..._
.. '.--tional institutions.'"
An informal poll of -students
"Advertise in The Advocate
found little strong reaction to Judge
Dorsey's decision. Most were dis-i;'; !''I11efollowing arellpplicable to the
appointed, but felt that the suit had
1995·1996 academic year; They represent the
price in full, including the 6-percent District-at least forced the University to ad':
of Columbia sales tax; due to-The AdVocate.
dress concerns of law studettts.
'
1/8 page (6.5" x 2.25") = $50,
J; ..

other top-flight schools, some of which
. <have- beenforced-to freeze or diminish
of law school. Starting next year, there
-'-their library funds, .«>
~ <:«
•
will be substantial cash prizes at gradu7.We have added the Public Conation for students who have worked in
tract Law Journal, which brings to three
public service or in environmental law " - thenumberofnewjoumaIsthatwehave
during their law school careers:
. broughtto the school during the past two
5.We are pleased with the installayears. The number of our students who
tion of the riewstudent computer facili- '
will have law review experience hasthus
ties inour mainreading room andwith . . been'enhancedvery substantially.
the other modifications to the third floor '
8.Our student-run skills programs,
of Bums Hall. Our facilities will con-":
,from moot court totrial court competitinue to be expanded and enhanced. We '
tion to alternate dispute resolution; are in
will receive a fourth townhouse as soon'
-,excellent shape. An increasing number
as its current occupants are relocated.'
'of our students are involvedfn' one or
We will also obtain the classroom space -,.
more of these activities.
clinical
on the first floor-of the building at the
- programs continue to' grow in number
corner of 20th and G Streets where our
and strengtb as financial constraints have
clinics and career development depart- been lifted.
ment are located. A major portion of the
- -i - These"'along with' other developfirst floor of our library will be turned
ments' demonstrate the extraordinary
into an elegant reading room this sum- .• -strength'ofour' law school.' With your
mer, and we will be creating anew state .. ' ", :'continued help and -support, the school
of-the-art reference area. •.
- " will- proceed -to move forward and en6.0ur·library acquisitions' budget
hance its reputation. I am always avail- has been markedly increased and now
able to discuss the state of the school and
rivals or exceeds that of a, number' of":'
answer your questions. 0

A Message from
By Frank D. Durand'
Assistant Dean for Student Affairs

'

Regardless of the outcome of.
this past weekend's anticlimactic
showdown, The, Cowboys are rolling, the Niners are reeling, and of...
course Baltimore is rocking as the
Brownies are coming to town for keeps. In other words, all is right with
the world. Here's the news.
Item I: Much as we all may hate
to acknowledge it, Fall 1995 examinations are just a few short weeks
away. In anticipation of this eagerly
awaited law school ritual, the Student Affairs Office has scheduled
two sessions for frrst-yearstudents on
taking law school examinations. At
these sessions, faculty members will .
provide helpful hints on preparing for
your first set of exams and writing
effective responses to law exam questions. These two sessions are scheduled for Wednesday; November 15,
4:15p.m:,roomLLIOI
(witbProfessorSchechter), and Wednesday, NO"

page'l.
Friedenthal disagrees. He says,
"Prior student protests had an effect, but
not the lawsuit." The reason for this, he
said, was that despite being at odds over
funding issues, the Law School and the
University worked together against the'
lawsuit. "We both agreed that the lawsuit was totally improper and unnecessary." -

-

The.A~vocatewas~le

the plaintiffs, SteveGarvm
Pare for comment;, '.-

According to Dorsey's order, the
University's motion to recover expenses
associated with filing an opposition to
the plaintiff's withdrawnrequest for class
certification is still pending.
A copy of Dorsey's order is avail'able on reserve in the Burns Law Library.D

-

to contaet·Washingto~'s
and 'John
_. -.
-,

Only Real Deli
- ._. ,.

- ,
- --', :

-.

Dean 'Durand
vember 15,7:50p.m.,roomL302
(with
Professor Maggs). We stronglyencour.,
age all first-year students to attend one of,· :
these sessions.
Item 2:. ,In case you have missed the
Wuhlnglon Deli
_Esplanade Shops.
,.,\
- announcements posted around the school, .:
1990 K Street. N.W_ Washington.O.C.2IJOOJJthe George Washington University Law '
School now has its own exit ramp on theinformation superhighway.
The law .....
15trHt
school home page. on the World Wide
Web contains general law school infori
... '
;;
~
mation, information on -law school
~
~
!i
courses and registration, announcements
KS
from student organizations, and more.
The address for the law school home
Long Island Style Pizza page is: http://www.law.gwu.edu
-,-- - All You Can Eat -,
Item 3: It's been a while since I
Pizza & Salad Bar: Only $4.99
reminded. you all that· Dean Robinson
and/or I are here every day from 8:30
am. t06p.m. If you are having problems
One Dollar Off
of an academic or personal nature or - Any Sandwich or Sandwich Special!
ld . lik
thin
. ' Offer is Valid ~ith Coupon - ,
wou Just e to talk some
gs over,
. - Not Valid With AiiyOther Offer _ .
please stop by and. see us in Stockton - one. coupon per o~der..Exp..ires_December IS_,f,IrS
104. The Student Affairs Office tele':' •
.- phone nwnber is 994-8320. For now,
that is all. 0
.,
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By Ari Kaplan
Associate Editor

Commencement

celebrate a tradition, but I don't think it
should be to the detriment of the people
graduating. It's just too much fanfare
over substance."
,.Futuregraduates will not be affected,
because the integrated commencement
is for this year only. Next year, the Law
School will resume its usual schedule,
unless the students feel otherwise. "We
would welcome all student participation
in the future," Shipway said.
The University has also invited the
class of 1995to participate in this year's
commencement ceremonies. As for the
speakers and honorees, a list of invitations was recently approved. However,
itremains secret. Shipway would say
.only that the speaker would be "appropriate to the distinction of the class."

,

, This' year's University-widecommencement .will take place on May 19,
" "1996, at 9:30a.m. on theEllipse ': The
. Law School will also hold a separate
ceremony at 2:00 p.m. that day at the
Smith Center. The date is one week
aheadof thetraditionallaw Schoolgraduation date and one week behind the usual :
. University graduation. This is due to the '
University's I75th Anniversary celebration. ~
"There was strong support among
students for unified ceremonies," rioted
GW Public Affairs Director, Michael
Freedman. After months of piaiming be
a 30-member committee and a, large
support staff, a schedule is complete.
The committee conducted a survey of
'various urban universities regarding the
costs and benefits of a unified com- '
By Sal Siino
mencement. The committee also inter. , Staff Writer
viewed students and discussed the mat-.
. ter with the Committee on honors and,'
The GW Law School is in the proConvocations.
cess of appointing, a number of new
'Christopher Speron, Director of the
faculty members, said . Dean Roger
175thAnniversarycelebrationfoundthat
Transgrud.
there was also "overwhelming support
~'GW Law is fortunate to be in a
for individual school ceremonies." As a
pOsitionto appoint new faculty members
result, "A real emphasis will be placed
for both new and vacant positions beon school award and recognition cercause the number of extremely qualified
emonies." SaidLynn Shipway, Special
lawyers in government, clerkships, and
Assistant to the Vice President, "The'
private practice has never been larger or
opportunity will be there to bring the
stronger. Also, the vast majority of other
University experience closer to the stu-" .,.. law schools have very few openings
dents and their families,". .
'
because most 'schoolsare more likely to
, Shipway said that the key to the'
. be under financial stress, rather than
success of this year's ceremonies will be,
having an increased budget," he said.
the combination ofthe large commence-,
' GW Law has the financial wherementand individual school celebrations.F
withal to create new positions due to last
Freedman added that "deep, serious
year's divisionof resources agreement,
thought has been given to how best to
between the Law School and the GWU,
make this as good as it can be. We want ..': which allows the Law School to keep a
graduates to bring the University experi-I- ~.' larger portion of its tuition revenues.
ence to closure arid we are hopeful ~hat:
_Transgrud said the school will apthisplan accommodatesas many of those'
point a new Administrative Advocacy
needs and desiresas ha:ve_~enex-:,
.:Clinic Director; a second professor to aid
pressed.",
'
'.
"the new director;an'irnmigration Clinic
However, this change has neitcome; ';. .Director; and a Director ofthe First-Year
without a price to Iawstudents. Moving' -c .~Legal Writing' Program.
commencement-forward a
forces' -;. ~;The faculty has been interviewing
the Law School 'to 'remain-open' on«. ~.&utdidates since October. Inaddition to
. President's Day and allows almost no
Visiting Professors Paul Grussendorfand
reading pe!i2din pr.ep¥ation for'.spring.•.... Jeffrey Gutman, the school is considerexams. When asked if this was unfair,
ing six outside prospects for these posiDeanJohn Jenkins admitted itmight be,'
, tions. As part of the interview process, '
but said, "It was the only way our sched- .•
each candidate made a presentation to
ule-:" could
accommodate:
-the'
the faculty and met with the Faculty
. University's.vhe said, "Because of the
Appointments Committee.
175th--'Anriiversary,lawstudentsmustgo . .
Grussendorf and Gutman, candito'school'hn'holidays to telescope the:
dates for the clinic directorships, cursemestehiowD..i'/"')"-"
" ...•.
:'.'
rentIy occupy two-of the Clinic posi·.>'Thirdy'ear student, Ann se,
tions: The Director of Legal Writing
unhappy with this, "I think it's bullocks.'
position is vacant as a result of Professor
The.undergrads keep sucking us dry."
Nancy Schultz's resignation from the·
She said, "I think it's great we want to 'position,:
effective end of the Spring

Plans

Various schools and studentorganizations are currently planning a number
of events. A schedule of them will be
released after spring break. Tentatively,
six tickets will be gi vento each graduate.
However, since the ceremonies are in a
public- place, the University can only
control the numberofseatsavailable and
not access.
"If all goes well, it is going to be a
tremendous weekend." Freedman
said,"We have tried to plan' for any occurrence. There are unknowns out there
that could befall anyone of us, but we
have tried to take them all into considerarion."
He added,"It's a big weekend. We
want it to be as wonderful for everyone
as possible." 0

Help Wanted At the LClw School

week

r•

was'

Semester. Transgrud predicts Schultz
will be probably be asked direct the Law .
School's new Trial Advocasy L.L.M.
program.
Besides filling the above vacancies,
the Faculty Appointments Committee,
chaired by Professor Stephen Saltzburg,
expects to interview numerous candidates inJanuary and February, 1996 for
four to five tenure-track positions. These
new appointments will fill a long-standing need for professors in Criminal Law, '
Property, Trusts and Estates and other
subjects.
This Committee, made up of six
faculty members and four students, recommends candidates to the faculty for
approval: In February, the Faculty will
meet to vote on each recommended candidate. Two-Thirds approval from the
Faculty is necessary before ajob offer is
extended.
The University is also in the process
of filling a vacancy created by the resignation of Roo French from Vice-President of Academic Affairs. Transgrud
says this is the second most important
position with the University. Dean
Friedenthal and the other University
Deans report to this person regularly.
This position also plays an important
part in tenure and promotion of faculty,
and the creating and terminating of academic programs.
Interim- Vice President Linda
Salamon, the former Dean of the Columbia College of Arts & Science, currently
occupies this position for now. Meanwhile, a separate committee, chaired by
Professor Robert Park, is searching nationally for-candidates to fill this position. The Committee expects to bring in
candidates during the Spring Semester
and make a recommendation to the fac-'
ulty in March; 0
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1996 Fellowships Available for Students With Public Interest Jobs
By Prof. Luize Elizabeth

Zubrow

Chair, Public Interest Committee

On November 17, 1995, applications will be available in the Career
Development Office for financial assistance for students who work full-time in
public interest summer jobs. -This year,
the law school will be able to award as
, many as 20 fellowships and internships
to qualifying law students for the summer of 1996.
Specifically, nine to twelve George
Washington University Law School and
Murray Snyder Public Interest summer
fellowships will be awarded to law stu ..
dents who have at least one remaining
,semester at the law school following the
summer of 1996. These fellowships are
for students who provide direct or indirect civil or criminal legal representation '
to economically needy clients.
Selected students will be awarded
between $2,500 and $3,125 in tuition
remission for the fall semester of 1996.
Applicants are encouraged to seek additional compensation from the public in- terest employer, but may not accept any
other public service subsidy from the
University (including the Equal Justice
Foundation grants).UnderunusuaI
circumstances,if a student will have difficulty meeting summer living expenses,
an emergency loan for the summer will
be provided by the law school.<:"
- In addition,' for the first time this
year, nine J.B.and Maurice C. Shapiro
Public Service Summer Internships will
"" be awarded to students who have com~"-:',- pleted no more than their first year at the
lawschoolbythesuinmerofl996.
These
internships are for students who provide
public interest legal services with a govemment Of non-profit private employer

SIPLA News
by Yvonne Abbott
The next meeting -of the Student .
Intellectual Property Law Association
will be heldon Wednesday, November
15,1995 at 8:00 p.m. in IAOl.
Donald Dunner will speak on "How
to Win a Case at the Federal Circuit."
This will be a good opportunity to network.
All first-year SIPLA members interested in having their resume included
in the SIPLA IL Digest should submit
their resume between November 13th
and November 22nd to Yvonne Abbott.
The Digest will be mailed to over 80
intellectual property legal employers.
The Law School offers the No.1
ranked program in intellectual property
law, and legal employers look specifically to SIPLA for the' best and the
brightest in the field ..
Don't miss out. 0

in the Washington metropolitan area.
Preference will be given to applicants
representing, directly or indirectly, indigent individuals or populations, interests
that would not otherwise be adequately
represented, and environmental organi- zations; however, all public interest work
will be considered.
Students who are selected for these
internshipswillreceiveagrantof$5000;

$4000 at -the beginning of the summer
and $ 1000 at the beginning of the fall
semester ofl996.- Interns cannot receive
either compensation from the public interest employer or other public interest
subsidies from the University for their
summer work.
- Through the award of these fellowships and internships, the law school
seeks to provide students with the oppor-

Yale Law Prof:
Addresses
Human Rights

CROSSW

Special to The Advocate

as'
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,'. Edited by Stan Chess '.
Puzzle Created by Richard Silvestri,

By Todd Pollack -

.On Monday afternoon, Professor
Harold Hongju Koh of Yale Law School
spoke to a packed LLI 0 I on the topic of
"Litigating International Human Rights."
Besides hiving taught part-time at GW
Law School in the past, Koh is a former
clerk for Supreme Court Justice Harry
Blackmun and received his B.A. and
J.D. from Harvard University. His books
include The National Security Constitution: Sharinf:Power After the Iran-Contra
-Affair (Yale University Press, 1990) and
. the forthcoming Captive on GuantanamO
(Yale University Press, 1996). .c"
.
- Koh,"who: was intrOducecl
the .
most popular professor at Yale Law
School, began his endeavors in international human rights law about five years
ago.
After writing an article on
Transnational Public Law, his students
influenced his decision to enter the international human rights field. His efforts
thus far have- dealt with, among other
situations, the recent- turmoil in .Haiti,
where he and Ills students logged more
than 20,000 hours on one case. Their
, efforts helped influence President Bush
to change American policy toward the
Haitian boat people.
Koh was anxious to stress several '
points in his speech, including his contention that human rights, issues are not
issues of ethnic policy. A problem in
international human rights law, Koh
stated, is that there is not a consistent
coalition of advocates for all the issues.
When an issue arises, a group fontis to
-help and then dissipates when the issue is
- resolved. Koh suggested that many of
the issues in human rights law are simi-Iar, only with different ethnic groups and
therefore, there is a need to coordinate
the expertise in the field to assist when. ever an issue arises, despite which ethnic
group is threatened.
Koh said of his
efforts "We don't work for ethnic groups,
we work for.principles,"
Professor Koh identified four main
things he has learned in his efforts in
international human rights law ... First, _
intemationallaw is a complex field and

tunity to explore the legal issues that
arise in public service employment, to
, -gain practical experience as public inter":
est lawyers, and to express their commitment to equal access to justice.
A program description and applicationpacket are available at the COO.
Completed applications must be returned
to the Career -Development Office by
March 25, 1996,0
.
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the enforcement process is difficult. It is
important, therefore, to create dissention
and a catalyst for change. In other words, . use legal activity to produce political
action. Second, students do not have to
be lawyers to help in the process. There
are many things students Can do to assists, .and Koh cited how his students
have facilitated his efforts. Third, Koh
stressed how one person, can .make. a
difference.veven -iftheir actions take

;-

minimal efforts. As examples, Koh used
Rosa Parks and others who, by simply
standing upfor basic human rights, have
influenced change. And finally,Koh,
through his efforts, learned something
about corning home. Although he was
reluctant
enter this field, he feels now
. as ifhe's doing what he was meant to do
all along. Koh encouraged the audience
to do whatever drives them in their legal
careers. 0
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Marching in Another's Shoes

emanated not so much from the rostrum
from which a" few people spoke, but
rather from the grounds on which the
By Paul Hannah
many gathered. Strangers greeted one another as people
who every day shared a common experience, and who
(Editors' Note: This commentary was originally
were sharing a sense of common purpose. Blackmenput
submitted to The Advocate for the last issue. but did not
aside religious and philosophical differences to re-dedirun because of computer difficulties>- the editors)
cate themselves to moving Black America forward and
.The morning after, WHURDisk Jockey Tom Joyner
building abetter future forthemselves and their children.
asked his Iisteners,"What are you going to do to keep
But ifMarchday was a day of wondrous happenings
alive the spirit of the Million Man March?"
for
Black
Some among Joyner's predominantly.black
'j'America,
it was
whi ience called in to make PUbliC.promises, .• .
. .
...A also a day of
while others phoned in comments and remi0
Puzzle. ment ~or
niscences about the wondrous day of black
.
. many
white
unity.
.
'.
.
people. Many
Andwhatadayitwas!
Asldrovedowntownat7:30
are still unable to fathom the purpose of the March, let
on the morning of the March, 1witnessed a common
alone share in its spirit. To these people, I offer the
spirit that had awakened thousands of black men long
following anecdotes:
before that early hour, and sent them streaming down
*You are a woman, and one night during in Long
city sidewalks toward the festivities on the Mall. Later,
Island,New York, your car breaks down on a deserted
I saw countless middle-aged black men wearing or
stretch of highway. You just need ajump start, and are
carrying Million Man March T-shirts, caps, and buttons,
"initially delighted to have a police car stop, until one
as if taking home a tangible piece of this common spirit.
white officer says to the other, "Leave the n__
alone
It was a spirit I believe transcended mere words. It.
and let's go. I haven't gottime for this." They leave you,

I . .'
C.

'.

."

.

m m.e". tary~.

a single female, stunned, stranded and alone on the side
of the road.
*You are a man, and wearing your best suit you go
to bank to apply for an accounting job, only to be told by
the white woman' you approach at the front desk that, '
"Sorry, all our kitchen jobs are filled."
*You are a man, and even when you wear your best
suit, you still notice the suspicious gaze of store clerks
when you walk into a shop, and you see white folk clutch
pocketbooks and purses more tightly when you walk by.
*You are a woman, and you think you might want
to take a trip down to Mississippi, like one of your white
male friends did a few years ago. But you're worried if
you did, you might end up swinging from atree, lynched.
*You are a man, and even wearing your best suit,
you still can't a cab in this town.
*You attend college or law school, and you sometimes overhear white classmates whispering about you,
asking whether you really deserve to be here, or aren't
just here filling a quota.
*You hear and read excerpts from an interview a
white policeman has had with a screenwriter. In the
interview, the policeman brags about the brutal treatment of people of your race, and calls people of your race
See MARCH page 8.

The Balkan Crisis: Why the United States Should Intervene .~
By Michael Kaplan

The Republican Congress is balking at President
Clinton's commitment to send 20,000 troops to Bosnia
to enforce a settlementof the Balkan crisis. Claiming
that the national security of the United States is not at
stake, Congress is unwilling to risk American lives. The
decisio~to commit our armed forces to any conflict is
never one to be taken lightly. In the face of Clinton's
inability to state the case for American involvement,
Congress' reluctance ~s not surprising. There are compelling reasons however, forthe United States to lead the
resolution of this crisis.
Ending the ethnic cleansing persisting on both sides
. of the conflict is the obvious andjust reason for American intervention. The public has become immune to
reports of the travesties being committed, and thenations of the world have been rendered impotent through
indecision and lack of will. Itis true that the United States
can not be the world's policeman, but where we can
prevent the extinction of civilian populations, our status
as the remaining superpower obliges us to act.
Realistically, American foreign policy has never
been predicated on the sanctity of human life. When the
Presidentand Congress talk about national security.they
are addressing a conglomeration of economic and politi- .
cal interests. That our motivation for armed conflict is
less than ideal, however, does not make it any less
legitimate. We live in a world where money and power
provide security-therefore we should defend our interests in both.
The govemmenthas failed to recognize the political
issues at stake in Bosnia. The crisis is a paradigm ofthe
ethnic-based regional conflicts dominating the postcold war era, exposing a myriad of weaknesses in current
iniernationallaw. In resolving the conflict, the United
States has the opportunity to define the future role of the
United Nations and NATO, as well as creating a.
precedent by which potential aggressors will judge the
will of the international community in enforcing internationallaw.
The Bosnian Serbs are a minority, but they now
control more than half of the country. Any resolution of
the conflict is likely to grant the Serbs a substantial
portion of the territory they currently hold, illustrating

the uselessness of international law once an armed
conflict begins. The situation demonstrates the success
of armed uprising in a region saturated with groups vying
for autonomy. The United Nations needs to provide an
alternate forum with procedures for addressing and
balancing the interests of parties in potential conflicts.
'While it is too late to prevent war in Bosnia, the peace
process should be focused on balancing these interests in
a logical andsystematic way that can be applied to future
conflicts.' TheUnited Nations cannever be truly' effective, however, until it is able to consistently enforce its

decisions. The United States needs to be an active
participant in that process--it cannot be done without our
help. The question remains, then, why do we care?
War in any part of the world effects the United States
economically and politically. The economy is a global
one, and war anywhere destroys potential markets ..War
. creates tension between us and our allies as we fight over
how to respond. A truly effective United Nations will
reduce armed conflict and allow the other nations to
,"'. remain neutral, promoting stability and prosperity on a
global level. Surely that is in our national interest. 0

Abortion: Have We' Been Down Th'is Road Before?
By Ed Lustig

The other day in my Constitutional Law class, we .
were discussing whether it was ever justifiable to allow
punishment for certain types of political speech. One
student suggested that anyone who advocates violence
against abortion providers could be punished for his or
her speech due to the likelihood that such speech might
result in subsequent violence. He suggested that voicing
legal opposition to abortion should clearly go
unpenalized, but that advocating violence was
another story.
. The whole discussion about suppressing certain types of speech because of the harm that
might arise reminded me of a different era with a
similar problem. During the pre-Civil War decades, the South was preoccupied with people,
who by the power of their words and ideas, were
causing unrest, including inciting violence. They were
called abolitionists. But most of us would agree that
abolitionists weren't the real cause of the unrest 'or the
violence--slavery was. It seems to me that today advocates of violence towards abortion providers aren't the
real problem either-abortion is, If you look at the
similarities, you might conclude that we've been down
this road before ..
Slavery was justified because African-Americans
weren't considered real people; they were considered
subhuman. And to many people in this country, both in
the North and the South, that was an obvious assertion.
In fact, the law also concurred: Dred Scott held slaves to

bemereproperty.Today,
for.many, the same can be said
. about a fetus. It is not areal human being; rather, it is
either just a bunch of cells or the potential for life. And
this rather obvious assertion is also supported by law.
Slavery was the hot button issue of the nineteenth
century. And while few people believe the issue of
abortion will lead to our next civil war, abortion is clearly
a hot button issue today. I don't detect much tolerance
for people who try to get in the way of abortions. There
wasn't much tolerance for people who tried to
get in the way of slavery either. If in 1850 (to
pick a random year) someone stood up in thepeep South and said, "A black man is as much
a human being as a white man, slavery is immoral, and it ought to be outlawed," what kind
of reaction do you think that person would have
received? The answer is probably the same
reaction someone would receive today if she
stood up in this law school and said: "A fetus inside a
woman deserves to live as much as a fetus outside a
woman does, abortion is immoral, and it ought to be
outlawed."
Slavery dealt with the denial of basic human rights
to an entire group based on race. Abortion deals with the
denial of the most basic human right (the right to live)
based on the fact that the fetus is not yet born. The
similarities should not go ignored. Proper context for
present controversies can often be found in a nation's
past. Of course, many will reject this line of argument.
Regardless, I wonder what people will think a hundred
years from now.
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cans: You do not belong here. You are
even in the land of your birth.
That is why one ofthe most uplifting
aspects of the March was the fact that so
many proud black men were together in
one place. Among one's brethren, there
was no need. to worry about how an
individual white person would react to
you as a black man, or whether the police
would hassle you, or whether someone
would approve of the beliefs you espousedor
the music you listened to.
Here on the Mall, among your own, you'
were at home at last in America.
But we whites should not fool ourselves: Inside, everyone else is the same
as we' are, regardless of ethnicity or skin
color. Treat people as the fellow Americans and fellow children of God that they

a stranger,

s dozens of times. ,
*You either believed O.J did or did "
not do it, yet you find yourself appalled
at the reaction of some whites who,
relying on the few hours of trial testimony they actually saw, question the
motives and sincerity of jurors who
reached a verdict after sitting through
thousands of hours of evidence.
;[These incidents illustrate the personal nature of racism in America today.
They cut-deeper than any discussion of
crime,
affirmative action, or welfare
reform 'ever could because they convey
an unequivocal me~sage to black Amerin__

,or

are, and they will react accordingly; treat
them shabbily, and expect anger. Were
white men subjected to the daily indignities that black men suffer in America,
we'd have been the ones marching on
October 16.
In the wake of the March, the ball is
in White America's court. We could
focus, like the media seems to have
done, on the Messenger-- Minister Louis
Farrakhan, and specifically on his bizarre and repugnant fixation With Jewish
people (which has more in common with
ultra-right wing conspiracy theorists than
with the main currents of belief in the
black community). However, that would
ignore the fact that the March and its
message were much larger than any single
individual.

Alternatively, we can react by understanding that even the most strident
anti-white rhetoric uttered at the March
was rooted in anger at feeling rejected by
white America. Separatism can be a
sane strategy for coping with life in an
insane world. Who could blame someone' for choosing that path where one is'
told simultaneously, "You should want
to be more like us," and "But of course
we'll never accept you as one of us."
I am an optimist. I believe America
will reach itspromised land, where people
are color blind and all dine at the same
table of brotherhood. Sadly, it will be a
multiyear journey, not a day trip. And
more importantly, we will not arrive in
Canaan until each of us understands the
need to walk at times in another's shoes.

What's WrongiWith~Scho.oIVo~chers· for Parochial Education?
By Rinaldo Del Gallo

living; good citizenship and love of God. .
tion. Read the Constitution.
It says,
"Perversely enough, the teaching of
"[The Federal] Congress shall make no
«Imaginethis scenarioffsome liber- .~~ values to children while they. are still
law respecting an establishment of'relials get their way: .Ms. Garcia is enrap"impressionable" will be a chief argugion." There is no talk of "complete
tured to learn that she will be able to send
ment advanced by liberals for not letting
separation" or "unnecessary entangle.her fifth grade daughter Maria to Sacred
Maria go to Sacred Heart this year. The
ment." In the very words of the ConstiHeart, a Catholic parochial school this
teaching of values will bea violation of
tution, if you are not establishing a reli.year, She had alwars wanted to send her
the so-called "complete separation of
gion or engaging in a behavior that is but
: daughter to Sacred Heart-but was never
church and state" rule;
amere pretext for establishing areligion,
able to pay the $3,000 per year tuition
Surelyenough, Ms. Garcia receives
. you are not violating the Establishment
'/;with liet$16,OOO annual salary she earns
a letter from the local school superintenClause.
;,as a store clerk at Sears. But this year, a
dent. It reads: "Dear Ms. Garcia, I regret
On a federalist note, itis the Federal
!',sch~i) voucher system" was instituted:
to inform you
Go ve r nSMs;:Garcia will have up to $6,000 to use
\itowards any school she wants. Finally, '
·ther hopes have come true and Maria will
··.n.···
'"be going to Sacred Heart.
,
cred Heart this
..,
'
.•...
. from action.
fall as you had'
.
-:-.,--______
But some~.
Sacred Heart can offer her daughter;many things that Public School 11, the
hoped. Accordhow, the Es;school that Maria currently attends, can-:
ing to a recent. Supreme Court ruling,
tablishment Clause was incorporated, so'
.not. Foremost, the academics are excel-'
sending Maria to Sacred Heart will be a
that it now applies to the states. Appar'lent, and many of the students go on to
violation of the Establishment Clause of
ently,' one has a "fundamental right" to
the bestofuniversities, At Public School
the United States Constitution. We will
live in a state that is hermetically sealed
II, on the other hand, self-esteem is
expect you to re-enroll her in Public
from religion. No civilizedsocietywould"
valued over self-achievement; many of
School II this year. Best of Luck.':
allow tender young children to attend
the students have appalling math skills,
There go thoseliberalsagain-real
chamCatholic schools.
.
and many are functionally illiterate.
pions ofthe poor, the disadvantaged, and
The government was never hermetiVirtually none that graduate from Public
people like Maria.
'
cally sealed from' religion. There was
School 11 will go on to college. RamOne can only imagine Ms. Garcia's
always a congressional prayer. We 00pant violence ravages this state run di-dismay-she only wanted to send her
print "In God we Trust" on our coins. In
.saster zone, necessitating the recent indaughter to parochial school, not see that
fact, in this one nation under God, public
$taIlation,of metal detectors.
Catholicism was made the official relifunding of parochial schools existed when ,
At Sacred Heart, nuns are able to
gion of the United States. Could the
the Bill of Rights was enacted. And as
ilnaintain' an atmosphere of discipline .
Constitution really mean that. the govfor incorporation, some states in fact
lndlearning.The
children wear uniernment could not help Maria go to
engaged in the establishment of religion
,(orms and feel no pressure to compete to .
Sacred Heart? After all, students receive
by favoring particular denominations in
'lee who could wear the trendiest and
loans to go to Catholic universities like
1791.
fuost expensive clothing. There
no
Georgetown, Notre Dame, Boston Col-'
Of course, one can see judicial ire
'fights over expensive basketball sneaklege, and Catholic University. Was this
being piqued by a law that would encourers. Sacred Heart is safe place that is
unconstitutional also?
'
age the practice of one religion over
conducive to learning-it is Maria's ticket
Ms. Garcia's disillusionment is unanother. It would be unconstitutional for
to a happier and more prosperous life.
derstandable. Perhaps no Supreme Court
one to receive a 75% tax break for choos- .
Perhaps most importantly, Sacred
jurisprudence has departed more from
ing to become a Presbyterian. But that is
Heart teaches something that liberals
the original intent of the constitution's
not the case here. Here there is only a
. have eradicated from the curriculum of.
framers,and has been at complete odds
mother, of her own volition, sending her
Public School 11:"'the teaching of valwith the literal words of the constitution
child to the school ofher choice. Neither
ues. Sacred heart inculcates values of
than EstablishmentClausejurisprudence:
the letter or the spirit of the Establish~
hard work, abstinence, love for people of
The" "wall of separation of church and
ment Clause is being. violated.
The
all religions and creeds, patriotism, clean
state" is purely a twentieth century fiegovernment maintains religious neutral-

::::?~

I·c. 0. m
.·.:
. m.·'e.··
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are

a

tar. y.

'f!1 :;~;~

ity. The matter is entirely left. to the
individuaI, free of undue influence.
Most importantly, by allowing the
Catholic church to run its schools as it
wishes, religion is safeguarded from state '
interference-the
true intention of the
EstablishmentClause. Under the voucher
system, the Catholic Church, not the
Government, will decide for itself its
tenets and beliefs. There is. no overreaching government appropriating
money with strings attached.
Religious institutions can accomplish many secular tasks better than the
government.
Churches, mosques and
synagogues are better at saving marriages, providing for the poor, and helping recovering alcoholics than the federal government. It would be a tragedy
if they could not continue these tasks
with government assistance based on a
misinterpretation of our Constitution. If
Sacred Heart can provide Maria with a
better education than Public School II,
, the government has the right, if not a
duty, to ensure that she receives the best
education possible by allowing her to
r attend.
Author's Note: Do you agree or disagree with this article? Would you like
to vent, or perhaps just learn more about
,this subject? If so, there will be a debate
on this subject at the law school on
Tuesday, November 14 at 4: 10 p.m., in
Room IAOI.
There will be two exceptional public interest scholars who have filed innu,merable amicus curiae briefs on religious issues. Mr. Kevin Hasson, of the
Becket Fund (an organization that fights
for religious freedom) will be making
the argument for vouchers. Mr. Elliot
Mincberg, of People for the American
Way, (an organization that fights for the
separation of church and state) will be
arguing against vouchers. The general
public is invited. 0
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Is Mark Furhman, or Louis Farrakhan, or Any Other Racist In the
Mr.
Mr.
Building?
Mr.
By James Pietrangelo
I personally believe in consistency
of principles. If I "preach" a principle,
and ask others to follow it, then I not only
practice that principle, but I apply it
uniformly and equally, both with regard
to myself and all others. I expect, the
same from other people.
Two commentaries in the last issue
of The Advocate' struck me as being
particularly inconsistent. The commentaries were Kenneth Cartmell's "Are
You Part of the Problem or the Solution?"and Raymond Millien's "Is Mark
Furhman In the Building?"
The underlying principle which both
authors preach is that racism is wrong
and should not be tolerated in America.
I agree one hundred percent with that
principle and with both authors' expression of that principle. The problem I

have with
Cartmell and
Millien
is that, in their articles, they don't practice that principle. In fact, they make
unfounded conclusions about other humans based on their skin color, and they
address the "racism is wrong" principle
only with regards to one group ofAmericans.
Both Mr. Cartmell and Mr; Millien
both make unfounded, group', conclusions about Americans based on whether
they are black or white. They both
address a "White America" anda"Black
America."
According to the authors,
"White America" has a unique problem
with racism in that it is guilty of either
committing routine acts of racism against
black Americans and other "minorities,"
or of tolerating or silently supporting
those acts of racism (in what Mr. Cartmell
calls the "neutral zone"). Mr. Cartmell
talks about this "White America" as
giving uniform or stereotypical answers
to question's about current events in-

volving black Americans; as holding
beliefs of superiority, fear, or indiffer- ,
ence towards black Americans; and as
being cowardly and pretending to stand
with black Americans in society today
while really preferring their oppression.
Mr. Millien talks about this "White
America" telling racialj okes about black
Americans; forgetting about injustices
historically done to black Americans;
,treating black Americans as tokens; and
reacting adversely in situations towards
black Americans simply because they
are black.
.
Both authors also speak ofa singular
"Black America." Mr. Cartmell speaks
of a "Black America" that has been
eternally subjected to racism by "White
America;" about a "Black America" that
doesn't feel a threat from "true" white
racists but despises cowardly "closet"
white racists; and a "Black America"
that would gladly accept white Americans in the struggle against racism if they
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YOUR STARS THIS WEEK
, ,BY STELLA (11/19-11/25/95)
,:, The coming week will be frustrating for those working hard to
achieve a particular
goal. The
need to buckle down andconcentrate is essential
at this time.
Many will begin the last big push
of the year this week. Focusing
, their energy on a single primary
objective, they will use all their talents to overcome a major obstacle
that may lie within themselves. It
will be essential to maintain a positive attitude. Being overly selfcritical will only destroy your confidence.
The willingness to learn should
never be abandoned. This statement will be particularly relevant
this year. Those willing to face
their limitations and eager to absorb the information necessary to
minimize those weaknesses will be
favored in coming weeks.
" '
SCORPIO <Oct. 23-Nov. 7) A matter of taste must not be allowed to escalate to the point of
crisis. Take it easy this week, and
accept another's
point of. view.
(Nov. s-Nov. 21) - Your talent
, may not be enough this week. A
" positive outlook will prove essential as well.
,,
'SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
7) - The little things will most impress your superiors this week. At·
tention, to detail will make a big
difference.
(Dec. s-Dec. '21) Even though you may find yourself
far from home, you will still feel
comfortable.
'

. CAPRICORN <Dec. 22-Jan. 6) quite well this week. However.you
- Superficiality will not appeal to will also influence others in your
you this week. You will search for unique fashion. (June 7-June 20)
substance, especially in regard to - You have an opportunity
to
love. (Jan.7-Jan.
19) - You have
push your competition to the limit
the skills to be the best, but this
this week, but you must be both
.week you may feel as though you patient and persistent.
still have a great deal to learn. ,
CANCER (June 21-July 7) ,....
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 3) Remain patient this week, and let
-- You will have the chance to your ideas ripen. This is the only
work with someone you respect.
way to ensure that your efforts will
This person can offer you a wealth
be fruitful. (July g-July 22) - You
of pertinent information. (Feb. 4- may be responsible for an imporFeb. 18) -If you take the lead
tant upset at the workplace this
early, you can stay ahead of your
week. Do not become cocky or arcompetition all week long.
'
rogant.
"
"
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 5) LEO (July 23-Aug. 7) - Check
A head-to-head
competition will in with teammates
on a regular
heat up this week and require you ' basis this week, even when you "
to use your talents wisely. Peace
are tending to personal matters.
of mind will also be essential.
Communication will prove essen(March 6-March 20) - You can "tial. (Aug. g-Aug. 22)You can
tum a negative situation around ,act a little more aggressively than
this week and emerge victorious.
usual this week. The rewards will
Go for it!
' , be noticeable.
, ARIES (March 21·April 4) VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. ·7) - A'
Achieving personal goals should
personality conflict may arise this
not be difficult this week. Now, you 'week and, require you to back
can turn your attention to the big 'down for the sake of cooperation.
picture. (April5·April
19) ....;.A Remember: Success will be up to
close call early in the week will tell you. (Sept.g-Sept.22)You
you how the rest of the week will have instmctively .made the right
progress.
choices all along, but this week
TAURUS (April 20-May5)~You
will discover the secret of your
Take time out from your busy
success.
schedule and get in touch with the
LIBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 7) Evaluating your resources will be
' voices inside your head. Listen
and learn! (May6·May
20) necessary to determine if you can
Your work ethic may be put to the complete a very ambitious project.
test this week because your reo (Oct. g·Oct. 22) - You don't have
sponsibilities will increase signifito do things the hard way this
, cantly.
week to impress your superiors.
GEMINI (May 21-J une 6) .There may be an easier route!
You will fill someone else's shoes
Copyright 1895. UDiled Feature Syndieate. IDe.
END Your Stars This Week 11-19-95

only would purge themselves of their
racial psychoses.
Millientalksabout
a "Black America" that is lucky to survive to its twenty-fifth birthday; about a
"Black America" that "walks in the footsteps" of people like Martin Luther King,
Jr.; .about a righteous and indignant
"Black America"; and about a "Black
America" that has worked hard all of its
lives only to be forced down by White
America.
Both Mr. Cartmell and Mr. Millien
even, use group terms in their articles,
like "you" when Mr. Cartmell refers to
white Americans and "us" or "we" when
he refers to black Americans, and particularlylike"myrace,"and"mypeople"
when Mr. Millien refers to black Americans and "they" when he refers to white
Americans.
The problem is' that, in trying to
.make their points, Mr. Cartmell and Mr.
Millien wrongfully generalize about the
characters, beliefs, and actions of both
white and black Americans based simply on their skin color. Not all black
Americans possess the same traits, nor
do all white Americans possess the same
traits. Not every active or closet racist in
America is white. Many .of those in
Americatodaywho commit the grievous
racial wrongs of which both authors speak
are also black. Many white Americans',
have suffered terrible racial wrongs by' C
blacks, including being denied services
on the basis of color by blacks, being
killed or assaulted by blacks on that
basis, and being subjected to racial epithets or jokes by blacks because of race; ,
And, for Mr. Cartmell and Mr. Millien's
information, there are many whites who,
do more to fight racism "in the footsteps
of' great people like Martin Luther King, ,
Jr. than do some blacks.
The principle that racism is wrong is ;;
an absolute one and does not involve a.
comparison of wrongs suffered or the
argument that "they do it so we can too." ,
Racism is wrong no matter who commits
it and who suffers it. In stamping out
racism; it's not blacks against whites, or '"
whites against blacks, but all good Americans against white and black racists, ",
Mr. Cartmell and Mr. Millien should".
practice what they preach by condemnor
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Professor Starrs To
Assist in the Reburial of
Outlaw Jesse James

MASTER OF LAws
.·IN: ,
TAXATION

MASTER OF LAws
"
IN .• ' "
INTERNAnONAL
LAw

In Kearney, Missouri, the-remains
of a body believed to be Jesse James
were reinterred on October 28, 1995.
The remains had been exhumed by
Professor, James Starrs and a team of
scientists and historians on July 17,1995
in an effort to prove that the body was
that of the famous outlaw.
James had faked his own death several times in life and there were claimed
sightings after his death, so doubt remains about whether the body was
James'. -

MASTER OF LAws
GENERAL.
" i.

(concentrations in Business,
Corporate, Environmental, and
{:.'! th; -,Criminal law).
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. •for further information:
lLM. Program
, University of San Diego
;:: .. School of law
-.:' ; 5998 Alcala Park:
San Diego;CA92110 -.'
,.. (6IJ) 260~S96

Willie "Sunnie" Prevo
Graduating: June 4,1992.
" Killed: May 28,1992
Cleveland, Of::!.

If you don't stop someone
fromdriving drunk, who will?
Do whatever it takes.,,:

. "'",

---

Starrs and his team performed a
battery of tests which produced evidence
that the body might be the outlaw's. But,
the court order allowing the exhumation
said that the bones had to be reburied by
Halloween.
Starrs and his team are still studying
the DNA of the bones and other scientific evidence.
Starrs expects to release the results
of his scientific tests in February at the
Annual Meeting ofthe American Academyof Forensic Sciences. 0
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The NBA: Exciting Times Ahead fb'
By Thomas S. Threlkeld
SportslEntertainment

/

Editor

Its' brieflabor troubles at an end, the
National Basketball Association (NBA)
has tipped off the 1995-96 season with
new teams in Vancouver and Toronto.
The players are younger than ever before, but thanks to the return of old
Stalwarts like Jordan, Barkley, Stockton,
and Ewing, this year may the most exciting in a long time.
EASTERN CONFERENCE
The Chicago Bulls look like the
favorites in' the East. The supernatural
Michael Jordan (G) returns for a full
season. Although he seems to have lost
a little spring, he is still better than
anyone but Hakeem Olajuwon. Jordan's
presence has enticed the bitter and sullen
superstar Scottie Pippen (F) to return to
a team and a town he has clearly grown
tired of. Trading Great White Dope Will
Perdue (Cjto the San Antonio Spurs for
.Dennis Rodman (PF) was a huge upgrade in talent, but a daring risk in terms
of team chemistry. Rodman is a ferocious rebounder, but he is also a certifiable lunatic who did as much as Hakeem
Olajuwon to eliminate the Spurs from
the playoffs last year. If Jordan cannot
rein Rodman in, the '96 Bulls will suffer
the same fate as the '95 Spurs. Nevertheless, the trade was a good move because
t

_TEAMSGOING UP
1~Sacramento Kings
2. Miami Heat
3; Washington Bullets ,
4. Milwaukee Bucks
5. Dallas Mavericks
* Honorable Mention to the Philadelphia 76ers, who still need a point
guard. (Happy, Jeff!)

TEAMS GOING DOWN ]
l. New York Knicks '
2. Boston Celtics
3. Portland Trail Blazers
4. Cleveland Cavaliers
5. Charlotte Hornets
Rookie-of-the- Year:
Jerry
Stackhouse (76ers)
Ist Round Pick Who Will Produce
Least: Bryant Reeves (Vancouver
Grizzlies)
,
Most Improved Player: Calbert
Cheaney/Gheorghe Muresan (Bullets)
Biggest Chump: Clifford Robinson
(portland)
DumbestTearn Name: Toronto Rap. tors (I like Damon Stoudamire)
Most Valuable Player: Hakeem
Olajuwon
Eastern Conference Champions:
Chicago Bulls'
Western Conference Champions»
Houston Rockets
NBA Champions: Houston Rockets

13, .1995

ter another last year and will do so again.
,No team plays as well as the Rockets do
, in 'big games and Coach Rudy
without more help on the glass, the Bulls
will lose in the second round of the
Tomjanovich is a big reason why. I
underestimated this team last year and I
playoffs this season (as they did last
won't make that mistake again.
season). Already, the Bulls and Rodman
The under-achieving Phoenix Suns
are arguing over the severity of his early
season calf injury. Bad sign. .
are led by Charles Barkley (F) and Kevin
Johnson (pG). The supporting east of
.The Orlando Magic would have been
a cinch to win the East again this year, -, Wesley Person (0), A.C. Green (F), Elliot
Perry (pG), Wayman Tisdale (C-F), and
but losing franchise player Shaquille .
rookie Michael Finley (QF) is superb.
"the LoveSbaq" O'Neal (C) for the first
When Danny Manning(PF) returns in'
six weeks of the Season will probably
February, this team will be as talented as
force the Magic to play in Chicago for
,any in the league. Trading brickshooter
the Eastern Conference Finals. With a
Dan Majerle . (G-F) to the Cleveland
healthy O'Neal, to go with uber-point
Cavaliers forJohn "Hot Rod" Williams
guard Penny Hardaway, the steady
(C) was a great move. Barkley's big
Horace Grant (PF), and long bombers
heart has been broken the last two years
Dennis "no defense" Scott (QF) and
by the Rockets and this may be his last
Nick Anderson (G), the Magic are cershot at the Ring. Ifthis team is healthy in
tainly capable of winning in the Windy
the playoffs, they win beat Houston. If
City. But it will be' no sure thing. The
not, Sir Charles will spend another year
incandescent Hardaway will have to carry
weeping on his pillow.
this team on his slender shoulders until
The rest of the West contains plenty
Christmas, when the big fella returns.
of good teams', but none, I think, who
Once Shaq is back, the Magic will cut
will match either Houston or Phoenix.
down the competition like a runaway
The Los Angeles Lakers are fast and
lawnmower. Only Houston can match
exciting with Nick Van Exel (PO), Cedric
the Magic's deadly combination of a
Ceballos (QF), and the most underrated
powerful inside game punctuated by a
player in the NBA, Vlade Divac (C).
merciless barrage of three-pointers.
However, they still do not have the scorWhenbealthy, this is the best team in the
East.
ing punch 'or the power forward they
need to beat a healthy Houston or Phoe-·
The Indiana Pacers will take another shot at the Ring this year, but they
won't get as far as they did last year -;.-;the
conference'Tinalsl' The' PacerS! are'no
better this year than they were last year
because they still have the unreliable
, Mark Jackson at point guard. The 7'4"
~
~
Rik Smits (C) proved last yearthathe can
play with anybody, 'but this team does
.,;not have the explosive scoring' of Chicago and Orlando. The Pacers will win
50 games again this year, finish second
in the Central Division, and be eliminated in the second round of the playoffs.
The New York Knicks have a new
coach (Don Nelson) and a new style of
play (actual basketball as opposed to pro
wrestling), but.it won't get them any
farther than they wentlast year. Nelson
would be wise to play the kids that'
former coach Pat Riley would not: DougChristie (G-F), Monty Williams (F) and
point guard Charlie Ward (still the best
- quarterback in New York). The starters
are aging and Patrick Ewing's knees are
creaky. Last year, the Knicks began their
slow journey to the draft lottery. Don
Nelson will not be able to stop it (P.S.:
John Starks still can't shoot).
WESTERN CONFERENCE
The two-time defending champion
Houston Rockets have a good chance to
return to the Finals. Hakeem Olajuwon
(C) is the best player in the world and he
is flanked by such battle-tested veterans
as Mario Elie (G-F), Robert Horry (F); .."
Sam Cassell (pG), Kenny Smith (pG),
and mostofall, Clyde "the glide" Drexler'
(G-F). Houston's murderous inside-outside game slaughtered one opponent af-

Page II
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nix. The Seattle Supersonics are loaded
with talent. No team has three starters as
good as Gary Payton (PG) , Detlef
Schrempf (QF), and Shawn Kemp (PF).~t
Nevertheless, the Sonies still have a:
huge hole in the pivot that newly acquired Frank Brickowski (C) cannot fill.
San Antonio Spurs have David
Robinson (C) and Sean Elliot (QF) and
precious little else. Vinny Del Negro
(SG) is no star and Avery Johnson (pG)
,will have to have another career year for
this team to win 60 games again..
Rodman's departure helps team chemistry, but who is going to control the glass
and grab the loose balls like the Psycho
did last year? The Spurs will win 50
games and lose to Houston or Phoenix.
The Utah Jazz are the same as always.
They have the best power forward in the
league in Karl "The Mailman" Malone
, and the best point guard in the league in
John Stockton. With Jeff Hornacek at
shooting guard,the Jazz have the best
., backcourt in theNBA.Unfortunately,
the Jazz still don't have a real center and
their bench is weak. The addition of
Chris Morris (F) will help, butnot enough.
The Jazz will win 50 or 60 games again
and flame out in the playoffs as always.
Too bad. No one deserves a title more
than Stockton and Malone, two of the
:NBA's classiest players.
0
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You Decide the Time,
Date, and Place!
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Get 30 years of bar exam
experience delivered directly
to your door. Don't worry
about inconvenient class
times, parking, and stUdying
onsomeone

else's schedule!

• Proven
Texts, Lectures,
Practice Questions and SMH
Personal Tutor'" Software
• Individual
essay
writing
critiques from bar exam

expetts

21 TO 35,

• Personal service via 800
number
• 'Study at your own pace,
Begin studying when you want
• Early Enrollment Discounts
'available
• It worksl' Thousands of
takers using these materials
pass the first timel

HEALTHY,
DEPENDABLE

The Study Group

IF,YOU'ARE:
MALE

CALL:

703~698-39:69

Personal Bar Review'"
For Info on: DC, NC, NJ, PA, VA
Call 1-800·239-2349
For Info on: FL, GA, CA, NY
Call 1-800-840-6929
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How rrrarry STUDENTS took the course to prepare
for
the SUITlITler 1995 New York
Bar Ex.arrr?

M:ORETHAN

How rrrarry LOCATIONS and
SESSIONS were offered in
SUITlITler 1995?

49 Locations
_
71 dirferent
sessions

Who LECTURES fo rtb.e
York Course?

17 Protessors
.and/or
bar revievv
specialists

New

How Many ATTORNEYS are
available to answer questions
during the c9urse?
How rruarry MULTISTATE
WORKSHOPS are included
the New York Course?

in

;

5,700

NO MORE

I 6 locations
20 cli ff'e.r-e rrr sessions

I attorney
.'

lVIore than 50
(7 days a vveek"
f"roITl.8A.lVl- 12AlVl)

Only 3
(available
-trOITl

2

Is COMPUTER SOJ<-rw'ARE
included
in the New York
Course?

vveekd~ys

9AJVI-5PM)

0

(totaling 6 days.
including a COITlputer
graded eXalTl)

How rrrarry ESSAYWRITING
WORKSHOPS are included
in
the New York Course?

THA.N

1,500

-

2

0

YES

NO
.

"Were there any substantive

"WEEKENDlectures
given·
during the SUITIlner 1995
Nc'-VYork Course?

YES

NO

(7 vveekend
lectures
totaling
7 hours
each day)

Does the course provide a
WRITTEN STUDY SCHEDULE
UP TO THE DAY OF THE
EXAM?
.Ho'-V rruarry GW Students took
thccourse
for the SUITllTIer
1994Nc'-V York Bar Exa.tTI?

YES

NO

.lVIorethan
~.

c'· .'

90

not

published
.

'.-'.

I I o '-Vrruarry GW students
pa .....
scd the Sl.1lTIITIer1994
Nc'-VYork Bar EXaJTI?

90%

not

published

Stc:»pby the BARIBRI table
c:»rcc:»ntaet yc:»urBARIBRI
representatives·
fc:»rdetails
IL's
Matthc~ Buttt-ick
John ~aJa
Nao ...lt Snydct"
David Stan"
Jl.tlic Whang
Paul Zcineddin(eve)
LLM
Sonia B,lldia

2L's
Melissa Applebau.n
Bianca Hall
Russ Jacobs
Cm"ey Mathews
Andrew Rosenstein
Ro.bin.Runge
Krt~ Snnpson
Lon Stockton

3L's
Edward Barbat
Kim Benjmnin
Vet"aFederotT
Hit-mn Hamenlik
Sharri Horowitz
Charles Lyons
M!chelle Maldonado
Enc Ost ..ager
Det-ek ~egensbut'get"
Ross Wtener

The Po""er of ExperlenceTM
202/833-3080

800/816-3086
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